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The Lexvor Dealer program aims to rejuvenate the wireless reseller market with more
incentivizing SPIFFS, promotions, and an easy to use transaction flow. 

Authorized Dealers

More Than 
 
 

Available in Incentives for Dealers
250,000$

Save Time!
Quick and Simple SignUp Flow for Purchasing and Activating Plans 



New  Activations Existing ReUps

15$ 17$
SPIFF SPIFF

Referring Dealers Passive Income

10,000$ 2$
Refer 10 Dealers For Each Trasnaction Made

by Referred Dealer 

Authorized Dealers



Competitive Advantages
Verizon Network with Priority Speeds on QCI 8

4G LTE, 5G, & 5GUW Coverage: Speeds Up to

3.8 Gbps

National & International Coverage 

No Contract Plans with Easy SignUp and

Cancellation 

Customers can ReUp plans with no contact

via QR code, available 24/7

eSIM Activations Available 

Live Speed Test 

www.lexvor.com/speed

https://www.lexvor.com/speed
https://www.lexvor.com/speed
https://www.lexvor.com/speed


How It Works
Customer
Sign Up

Dealer SPIFF
Collected

Lexvor Charges
Dealer

New Activation or Plan ReUp. Payment is collected from customer and Dealer
instantly is rewarded for their portion of the sale.

Each day Dealers are charged for their daily transactions.
Lexvor only bills for the Service Charge and associated

Fee. 

Sales Tracked
for Incentives 

Incentives
Earned 

Bonuses 
 Dollars Paid

to Dealer
Once transactions are charged to Dealer, the

transactions are logged so that progress can be
tracked and incentives can be earned.  

Once dealer reaches the performance
incentive, all transactions will be quickly

approved and bonus payments will begin
processing.  

Once dealer reaches the performance
incentive, all transactions will be quickly

approved and bonus payments will begin
processing.  



Additional Benefits
Dealers get discounted phone lines for employees and family members

Dealers get access to Lexvor procurement channels for exclusive rates

Networking channels for dealers for communication, strategizing, and

more 

Best in class promotional offers, incentives, and SPIFFS

Passive Income when referring dealers  for each transaction made 

SignUp and activate customers in less than 5 minutes with a zero labor

activation 



Getting Started
Ready to Become a Dealer?
Please visit www.lexvor.com/dealer to begin your application process.
This will be completed in just a few minutes, applications receive a response
within 24 hours. Upon approval, contracts will be sent, once signed dealers
will receive their welcome pack. Once all documents have been signed,
items have been received, and dealer has been onboarded, the dealer can
begin earning. This process is intended to be as simple as possible while
collecting the essential information. With questions or needed assistance,
please contact businessteam@lexvor.com via email.  

http://www.lexvor.com/dealer


“Coming together is a beginning, staying together
is progress, and working together is success.”

-Henry Ford


